Ryewire

Already have an account? Sign in. The band has come a long way, and with this album, have
established the right sound with the right mix. The music was so well crafted, there was a great
deal of time and effort put into the details. This is one of the best Seattle rock albums I've come
across. Reviewed by: Kevin at Sometimes in life, you have just have to set yourself a deadline
and stick to it. That's how Greg "Red" Lehman formed the Seattle quartet Ryewire, which blends
straight-ahead rock with pop hooks. Ryewire makes its Olympia debut Friday at Capitol Theater
in a show with Olympia punk-rockers Blacktop Demon, screaming hard rockers Sureal, and The
Elephants, an alternative electronic combo from Tacoma. It was challenging, but I'm
hard-headed. It was like we had been playing together forever. When the band went into the
studio to do a demo, Lehman discovered that another band already had the name. So what does
Ryewire mean? Well, Lehman was really wired when he was trying to choose a new name, and
he spotted "The Catcher in the Rye" on his bookshelf. Two years later, the band -- now with
guitarist Keefe O'Neill and bassist Pete Bossler -- is preparing to release its second album in
November. Olympia punk-rockers Blacktop Demon are known for their in-your-face stage
presence. Sureal is an up-and-coming screaming hard-rock band from Elma. The Elephants,
from Tacoma, are an electro-indie combo influenced by down-in-the-mouth icons such as the
Smiths. Doors open at For more on Super Saturday, see Page They will rock you like a good
rock band should, but they'll also put some of the catchiest pop melodies into your head. Give
the new record 'These Days' a spin and you'll be hooked. An amazing blend of catchy
harmonies, superb guitar licks and an amazingly strong rhythm section. All wrapped onto some
of the best lyrics you'll hear this year. Ryewire began in February Red vocals, guitar had been
looking for fellow musicians and found Kris Darr bass. Through networking and music
connections, Frans Laulainen drums and Barry guitar finalized the lineup. Following an initial
performance at The Central Saloon, Ryewire completed their first studio outing and released
Ryewire Demos. After a year of playing with Ryewire, Kris left to go back to school and veteran
musician pboss bass joined. The group played a few shows with the new lineup, got radio play
on The Funky Monkey, During February , Barry guitar decided to pursue other interests, which
opened the door for new guitarist Keefe O'Neill. Keefe added a new quality to Ryewire's already
engaging music. With a strong focus on vocal support and careful attention to tone and melody,
the new sound was born. The album's release closed out a hallmark year for Ryewire, ushering
in a which, by indication of the exploding number of fans who love this band's enticing mix of
pop progressive and emotional hard rock, will be rife with possibilities. Create a free account.
We include a link to your profile in band openings, to build trust with musicians and help them
decide if they will be a good fit. Gig Seeker Pro Ryewire. Band Rock Alternative. Thanks for
previewing Band Search. Join Sonicbids today to get full access to view profiles and message
members directly. Get started for free Already have an account? Share Ryewire's EPK! Calendar
Upcoming Past. This band has not uploaded any videos. Bio Ryewire began in February Tech,
Rider, Lyrics. Join Sonicbids for free to post a band opening! Create a free account Already
have an account? Why do I need to sign up? To ensure only genuine musicians and bands are
creating and applying to band openings. Why do I need a musician or band profile? The
lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where
packaging is applicable. Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless
the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an
unprinted box or plastic bag. See details for additional description. Skip to main content. About
this product. Make an offer:. Stock photo. Brand new: Lowest price The lowest-priced
brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is
applicable. Buy It Now. Add to cart. Make Offer. See details for delivery est. Ryewire: These
Days. Condition is "New". Songs: 1. Ballad Of A Balladeer. These Days. Kasparov's Defeat.
Winner's Circle. Shipped with care in protective mailer with tracking within one business day.
About this product Product Identifiers Record Label. Show More Show Less. No ratings or
reviews yet No ratings or reviews yet. Be the first to write a review. Best Selling in CDs See all.
Save on CDs Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. You may also like. CDs
Released Doris Day. Days of the New CDs Released. Green Day CDs Released. CDs Released
Third Day. Green Day Music CDs. Be the first to write a review About this product. Over the last
decade, as Honda builders have become increasingly focused on ultra-clean, organized, and
masterfully executed engine bays, the need for critical ancillary parts and services has
skyrocketed. From high-level bodywork to custom metal fabrication and even dress-up
hardware, having a well-executed bay is just one of the many items on an almost endless
checklist. One of the most crucial items, whether the project involves a basic swap with
bolt-ons or a fully built turbo terror, is wiring. Creativity combined with good old-fashioned trial
and error has resulted in a number of clever workarounds that allow for the fusion of engines
and chassis from various generations using only the factory-issued harnesses and a bit of

finesse. In some cases, however, the age and condition of the harness can be limiting factors,
especially when you consider that the most popular Honda platforms to build fall between the
''96 era. For those in the competitive race world, the factory harness simply isn't an option when
dealing with high-dollar management systems. A number of wiring specialists have surfaced
over the years, with some catering specifically to the Honda market and others branching out to
other makes and models to meet the demand of a booming industry that has more than enough
demand to keep the suppliers busy. Owner and Honda enthusiast Ryan Basseri has been
tinkering with Honda wiring and all of its quirks and intricacies for more than 15 years. What
started as a hobby soon led to a small upstart and eventually a successful business with a
storefront, employees, and a customer base that doesn't seem to be tapering. So successful, in
fact, that Basseri tells us his shop is currently assembling and shipping 50 to 70 complete
harnesses on a weekly basis. By far the most popular, Rywire's Honda B-series entry-level
harnesses offer a few main benefits for the street, weekend track, or show car builder. A
plug-and-play affair, these harnesses can be configured to bridge the gap between opposing
OBD designations and offer a seamless solution for those using an engine from one generation,
and perhaps an ECU and distributor from another. While some may opt to patch the factory
harness on their own in an effort to save money, an aftermarket harness will completely replace
old wiring and connectors that may be prone to rotting or shorting. The new unit presents a
cleaner, one-piece design that snakes around the engine rather than sitting atop the shock
towers, which in turn can de-clutter the bay significantly. Modular in design, these harnesses
are expandable, allowing for the addition of future upgrades as the build progresses. Affordable
Plug-and-play, one-piece design Less intrusive appearance for a cleaner bay New, reliable
wiring and connectors to replace aging factory harness. For those starting with a standalone
engine management system, harness options that include boost solenoids and various sensors
are easily added to the recipe. Pre-planned sensor terminations offer an easy install for the end
user, and because ECU selection is determined prior to the construction of the harness, the
correct ECU connectors are utilized, keeping installation time short and painless. Similar to an
entry-level harness in terms of expandability, future changes and upgrades are supported as
well. Proper standalone ECU connectors No patch harness required Correct sensor
terminations used for easy plug-in solution. The number of full race applications being ordered
through Rywire has grown substantially over the past few years. With many drag, drift, and time
attack drivers relying on high-end engine management systems, the need for completely
one-off, custom harnesses has never been greater. These harnesses incorporate built-in fuses,
relays, or PDMs power distribution module that grant teams highly advanced data for analyzing
during or after each race or test session. Basseri serves as a consultant of sorts, offering his
experience and insider info to help clients select the best options for their particular setup.
Once the parameters are set, Basseri and his team can complete a full race-spec, four-cylinder
harness in about three to five days, depending on the options requested. Engines with more
cylinders require a few more days for completion. In order to ensure quality and consistency,
every harness assembled is tested and resistance checked to verify there are no voltage
fluctuations before being shipped to its new home. Compatible with even the most advanced
management systems Limitless expansion options Built-in fuses, relays, or PDM Sealed
connections Personal build consultation. Tools of the trade. Rywire owner Ryan Basseri and
employee Ryan Der rely on these to get the job done, day in and day out. The current workflow
includes up to 70 harnesses per week, not including the one-off race versions they build
regularly as well. Things start off as nothing more than a bunch of wires, sometimes
color-coded, sometimes all black, depending on the type of harness purchased. All-black wiring
is more cost effective and indicates an entry-level version. Raychem DR25 heat-shrinkable wire
covering along with wire labeling and Rywire tag logos are introduced and corresponding plugs
are pinned. Quick-disconnect fittings are often used by race teams for fast removal of engines,
and in recent years, show car builds have incorporated them as the crowning touch to a
high-level build. Rywire adds Kapton tape to all bulkhead-style harnesses Mil-spec or
Autosport. This tape helps keep wires secure and acts as a heat barrier when heat shrinking the
protective bootâ€”shown here moments before being heated and properly fitted. Labor
intensive, the process of concentric twisting is a strategy that involves twisting the wires
around themselves in opposing direction, allowing the loom to remain as flexible as possible.
This technique is time consuming but allows a harness to contour to any direction. Here you
see a custom Rywire harness and MoTeC system intended for high-level competition with a
sealed boot covering all connections. Twisted wire grants flexibility and heat-resistant loom
keeps wires safe from outside elements. Below that is an AEM stand-alone system with an
entry-level harness intended for a street, show, or weekend track car. Necessity and a
substantial price tag difference separate the two types. Though the Rywire crew can construct

the majority of available harnesses from memory, Basseri and Der keep multiple reference
guides on hand for consistency and strict quality control. Beyond engine harnesses, Rywire
Motorsport Electronics also offers a number of accessories. Brake kits, coil-on-plug conversion
kits, sub harnesses, Mil-spec connectors and plates, and much more. Tommy Fitzgibbon has
some great friends because they took it upon themselves to resurrect his reverse-head
Hpowered Honda Odyssey LX minivan. Follow along as we given a daily-driven FA Honda Civic
some much need modern upgrades with some help from Pioneeer. Monitor what's going on with
your engine without filling your car with gauges thanks to AutoMeter's DashLink system. Are
you still using an auxiliary cord to listen to your car? If so, you should consider moving into the
21st century with some of Pioneer's latest Head Units. Project 10th gen. Si Pt.
SuperStreetOnline how to. Rodrez â€”. View Photo Gallery 30 Photos. The Foundation. Street,
Show, and Weekend Warriors. The Big Guns. Here is a completed harness with expandable
loom ready to be installed. By Rodrez. Japanese European Domestic. Rodrez â€” Feb 5, Project
K24 Pt. Rodrez â€” Nov 16, Rodrez â€” Oct 22, Scott Tsuneishi â€” Oct 22, Rodrez â€” Oct 1,
Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers
and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with
special offers from carefully selected third party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing
you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year
Search. Related Articles SuperStreetOnline how to. You can unsubscribe from our emails at any
time, and we'll still let you know when this product is available. See our policy statement. Help
Help Center Contact Us. Music Categories. Movies Categories. More Novelties. More by Rain.
Email Me When Available. Also send emails for our other sales. Cerulean Blue songs Product
Information. Cerulean Blue buy CD music Description. Customer Reviews. Other Ideas.
Cerulean Blue album for sale has been a year of growth and innovation for Ryewire. The year
has included the addition of new guitarist Keefe O'Neill and a rigorous performance schedule to
support their first highly successful EP, These Days. Most importantly, Ryewire has recorded a
new full-length album entitled knockdown, to be released as this milestone year concludes.
Ryewire began in February Red vocals, guitar had been looking for fellow musicians and found
Kris Darr bass. Through networking and music connections, Frans Laulainen drums and Barry
guitar finalized the lineup. Following an initial performance at The Central Saloon, Ryewire
completed their first studio outing and released Ryewire Demos. After a year of playing with
Ryewire, Kris left to go back to school and veteran musician pboss bass joined. The group
played a few shows with the new lineup, got radio play on The Funky Monkey, During February ,
Barry guitar decided to pursue other interests, which opened the door for new guitarist Keefe
O'Neill. Keefe added a new quality to Ryewire's already engaging music. With a strong focus on
vocal support and careful attention to tone and melody, the new sound was born. The album's
release will close out a hallmark year for Ryewire, ushering in a which, by indication of the
exploding number of fans who love this band's enticing mix of progressive and emotional hard
rock, will be rife with possibilities. The band has come a long way, and with this album, have
established the right sound with the right mix. The music was so well crafted, there was a great
deal of time and effort put into the details. This is one of the best Seattle rock albums I've come
across. Reviewed by: Kevin at albumbuzz "Ryewire is one of those bands who've found the
balance. They will rock you like a good rock band should, but they'll also put some of the
catchiest pop melodies into your head. The songs were mastered by Nick Peterson at Track and
Field. Original artwork by Steve Oliva. Pink Flag formed in as a feisty, all-girl pop-punk trio from
Durham, N. What they first lacked in polish, they made up for in unrepentant fun, a kind of
reckless irreverence that allowed them to make catchy, adrenaline-fueled tunes that seared
through romances gone wrong without a thought to the feelings that might be hurt. The songs
reveled in doing collateral damage to lost loves, almost as much as they did catching crowds in
their raucous catharses. In short, Pink Flag's calling card became roughly hewn pop-punk of the
first and most forceful order. But of course, maturation is an inescapable, if scary, reality for
every rock band, and the intervening four years have provided plenty for Pink Flag. After their
debut, a split CD with the Homewreckers, they needed time to plot out their next move.
Convinced that there was and certainly is more to their music than simple riff-driven outbursts,
the band began to record again in late , keeping at it until early The results, to be spread across
the new King of the Scene EP and a forthcoming full-length, showcase a band that has refined
its rock without sacrificing the punchy attitude that defined them. The trio live together now in a
house in Durham, and the closeness shows through here. The cuts are tight, ricocheting with
jabs of tenacious drumming and volleys of slick, slicing riffs. Our musicianship has improved
immensely. We can understand each other better. We are a family now. These five songs blend
energetic melodies and words with pop-rock that flirts with post-punk. Riffs and bass lines
explode off of one another with f
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orce. Still, these songs never lose sight of catchy hooks and tuneful sensibilities, riding
smooth, melancholy-rich lines to an end that's both poignant and catchy. It's a bridge between
the lighter days of their past and the more serious approach of the upcoming LP, a record that
expands into spacious arrangements and approaches post-hardcore aggression. But more
important, this EP is proof that Pink Flag have only grown fiercer as they've grown up, maturing
into a hard-hitting rock outfit not to be taken lightly. Cerulean Blue songs John Flynn began
writing songs professionally after graduating from Temple University in the 80's. Nashville
continues to cover Flynn 20 yeas later with Capital recording artist Chris Ledoux's recent
version of John's weary cowboy ballad Old Paint and Audium recording artist Rodney
Redman's brand new release of the groove driven Back in my Baby's Arms. Flynn strayed No
reviews yet Have you heard this album? Check Availability. Import Holland; Netherlands.

